
Introduction

Spatial patterns of trees in forests have been of great in-

terest to ecologists over the past quarter-century (Sterner et

al. 1986, Legendre and Fortin 1989, Packer and Clay 2000).

Different hypotheses of ecological processes have been de-

veloped based on each three classical spatial patterns: clus-

tering, randomness and regularity. Janzen (1970) and Con-

nell (1971) were the first to discuss spatial patterns of trees

in relation to species diversity. They predicted that constant

pest and pathogen pressure, present in tropical forests yet ab-

sent in temperate regions, repel conspecific seedlings from

adults resulting in regular spatial patterns allowing for spe-

cies coexistence. This constant pest pressure is hypothesized

to repel recruitment of conspecific seedlings near adult trees,

yielding regular spatial patterns of tree species (Clark and

Clark 1984) thereby allowing for high tree species diversity

in the tropics (Bell et al. 2006). Recently the Janzen-Connell

Hypothesis (JCH) has been rejected as tropical tree species

have shown to be spatially clustered (Condit et al. 2000).

Hubbell (1979) found that most trees in a Costa Rican forest

showed spatial clustering of conspecifics, concluding that

dispersal limitation plays a key role in outlining tropical tree

diversity and eventually leading to the unified neutral theory

of biodiversity (Hubbell 2001). However, well-documented

cases of density-dependent mortality through pest and patho-

gen pressure and/or outbreaks have been reported in the neo-

tropics (Wright 1983, Clark and Clark 1985, Howe et al.

1985, Wong et al. 1990, Gilbert et al. 1994).

As spatial patterns of conspecifics remains at the crux of

the JCH and many other ecological hypotheses, ecologists

have relied greatly on the use of various spatial structure

functions, many of which present weaknesses and limita-

tions. One of these methods most commonly used in spatial

ecology is Ripley’s K function (Ripley 1976). This approach,

calculated as a cumulative function of the number of points

at discrete distances away from each individual, has classi-

cally been used by ecologists to determine the spatial patterns

of tropical tree species (Sterner et al. 1986, Pélissier 1998,

Seidler and Plotkin 2006, John et al. 2007). It is useful be-

cause it provides spatial pattern information at varying dis-

tances in a plot; however Ripley’s K function is not without its

limitations. It increases the chance of making type I errors

(rejecting the null hypothesis when it is true; or concluding

spatial clustering/regularity when it is random) as signifi-

cance of clustering is determined by calculating 95% confi-

dence intervals from Monte Carlo simulation envelopes
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(Loosmore and Ford 2006). Spatial ecologists have recently

attempted to alleviate this problem associated with Ripley’s

K function. For example, Loosmore and Ford (2006) suggest a

goodness-of-fit approach through model-fitting to reduce

type I error performance. Similarly, Stoyan et al. (1987) in-

troduce the pair density function (outlined in Cressie 1993),

a variant of Ripley’s K function based on density of individu-

als at discrete distances away from each individual, and has

recently been applied to tropical trees (Ω-factor, Condit et al.

2000).

The major problem with Ripley’s K function and other

structure functions is the difficulty to detect changes in spa-

tial patterns through time. As Ripley’s K function can effec-

tively identify differences in clustering at discrete distances,

attempting to identify changes in spatial patterns through

time becomes cumbersome because of this spatial-temporal

interaction. Instead of attempting to directly compare K

curves from Ripley’s K function, we can instead identify

temporal changes in spatial patterns by fitting a point pattern

model to these curves and comparing its parameter estimates.

We propose the Thomas process (Thomas 1949) as a point

pattern model, in concordance with Ripley’s K function, for

analyzing spatial patterns when the hypothesis of concern in-

cludes both space and time. A variant of the Poisson cluster

process, this process simulates spatial patterns by identifying

specific cluster centres in two-dimensional space, with sub-

sidiary points dispersed away from these cluster centres. This

process is dependent on two parameters: σ, being the disper-

sion parameter of the Gaussian distribution of subsidiary

points and can be considered as cluster size (Seidler and Plot-

kin 2006), and ρ, the intensity parameter of the Poisson proc-

ess generating the cluster centres and can be considered as

the density of clusters. The model itself is not new in defining

tree spatial patterns (Batista and Maguire 1998, Plotkin et al.

2000, Seidler and Plotkin 2006, Liu et al. 2007, Waagpeterson

2007), nor in ecology in general (Shimatani and Kubota 2004),

but has yet been used to quantitatively compare different popu-

lations or examine changes in a population through time.

In addition, we show how comparing both parameters of

a Thomas process simultaneously can allow for a quantita-

tive comparison of spatial patterns that compliments results

from Ripley’s K function. We illustrate the method by testing

the JCH for five tropical tree species from Barro Colorado

Island (BCI) having documented cases of density-dependent

mortality through seed predation, fungal pathogens and her-

bivore outbreaks, which may be represented in their spatial

patterns through time. Despite the evidence of pest-induced

density-dependent mortality, no study as of yet has tested for

changes in spatial patterns of trees through time in concor-

dance with documented pest and pathogen outbreaks.

Methods

Data description

We used freely available published data from a 50-ha

neotropical forest plot on BCI, Panama (Condit 1998, Hub-

bell et al. 1999, Condit et al. 2005). All trees with diameter

at breast height (DBH) greater than 1 cm were identified and

positioned with relative x,y coordinates. The forest plot was

first censused in 1983, with subsequent censuses in 1985,

1990, 1995, 2000 and 2005. Five tree species have been

documented to show density-dependent mortality on BCI:

Dipteryx panamensis (Fabaceae) from unknown herbivores

(Clark and Clark 1985); Ocotea whitei (Lauraceae) from a

species-specific fungal pathogen causing canker disease

(Gilbert et al. 1994, 2001); Quararibea asterolepis (Bomba-

caceae) from a Eulepidotis spp. outbreak in 1985 (Wong et

al. 1990); Attalea butyracea (Arecaceae; formerly known as

Scheelea zonensis) from an unidentified Bruchid beetle

(Wright et al. 1983) and Virola surinamensis (Myristicaceae)

from a Curculionid weevil (Howe et al. 1985). Canker dis-

ease on O. whitei and Eulepidotis spp. on Q. asterolepis have

been documented to occur in outbreaks, with canker disease

threatening the survival of O. whitei on BCI. This has been

attributed to the increasing severity of El Niño, a warm water

insurgence off the west coast of South America occurring once

every four years which prolongs the dry season on BCI resulting

in higher susceptibility to infection and death for individuals of

O. whitei (Gilbert et al. 2001). Outbreaks of Eulepidotis spp.

on Q. asterolepis appear to be independent of El Niño; how-

ever these outbreaks still occur in cycles causing year-to-year

variability of density-dependent mortality, which may be

represented in the spatial patterns of Q. asterolepis through

time.

Ripley’s K function

We first performed the classical method of calculating

Ripley’s K function to show how the Thomas process can

provide clearer changes of spatial patterns through time. We

used the following formula to calculate Ripley’s K function

(Ripley 1976) for each species per census year:

,

where t = distance at which K(t) is calculated, E[N] = number

of individuals within a distance t from an individual and λ =

density of events. Values of K(t) are only considered up to

half of the distance of t, as K(t) becomes unreliable when t >

1/2 of the plot (Dixon 2002). Complete spatial randomness

of the point pattern follows a homogeneous Poisson process

at K(t)= πt
�
, while a transformation of Ripley’s K function

gives the L function (Dixon 2002):

,

where complete spatial randomness is concluded for L(t)= 0.

We used the classical approach of calculating 95% confi-

dence intervals from Monte Carlo simulation envelopes from

1000 simulations to determine significant clustering. If

L(t) was higher than the upper confidence interval for a given

year/scale, we concluded that spatial pattern was clustered at

K t
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that year/scale and if it was lower than the lower confidence

interval, we concluded that the spatial pattern was regular.

Thomas process

We present our complementary approach to Ripley’s K

function when attempting to analyze spatial patterns through

space and time. We fit the census data of each species to a

Thomas process (Diggle 2003) to observe changes in tree

spatial patterns from 1983 – 2005. The process is a model

used to estimate clustered patterns, appropriate for this study

as all five species show spatial clustering on BCI (Condit et

al. 2000). We used a Thomas process, a variation of the Pois-

son cluster process where individuals are normally distrib-

uted from cluster centres (Dixon 2002, Diggle 2003):

.

The above model implies that an increase in either σ or ρ re-

sults in yielding a less-clustered process result-

ing in complete spatial randomness. The above equation also

shows that the lower limit of the Thomas process is restricted

to πt
�
, making it impossible to estimate regular spatial pat-

terns. Seidler and Plotkin (2006) similarly fit spatial patterns

of other species of trees from BCI to a Neyman-Scott proc-

ess, a variant of the Thomas process, and analyze how σ
(cluster size) varies with different mechanisms of seed dis-

persal. As we are interested in the overall spatial pattern of

trees we instead focus on the relationship between σ and ρ,

as L(t) is dependent on the interaction between these two

model parameters.

We estimated values of σ and ρ for each species each

census year using least-squares estimation (Diggle 2003):

.

It is important to comment on the role that c plays in the

above equation. As Ripley’s K function becomes unreliable

at distances above 50% of the plot, the parameter c changes

the relative weights for small and large values of the theoreti-

cal and the empirical K(t;σ,ρ) during the fitting proc-

ess. Diggle (2003) suggests using c = 0.25 as an appropriate

estimate for spatial clustering, and has been adopted as gen-

eral practice where the model is used in ecology (Plotkin et

al. 2000, Seidler and Plotkin 2006, Liu et al. 2007). We simi-

larly use a value of c = 0.25 in this study. Each least-squares

estimation converged at 0 representing successful parameter

estimation.

Synthetic approach for spatial point pattern analysis

We wanted to combine both σ and ρ into a single statistic

as a measure for quantifying spatial patterns. We performed

this by modifying the pair correlation function of the Thomas

process (Stoyan and Stoyan 1994):

.

The above formula shows that at small distances (t = 0):

,

where overall clustering, g�, is obtained by (Wiegand et al.

2007):

.

A higher value of g� means a greater degree of clustering.

This will allow us to compare spatial pattern intensity from

σ and ρ estimates to the K curves that we initially calculated

from the raw data.

We further calculated two density measures commonly

used with the Thomas process for identifying possible repul-

sion effects between conspecific trees. The first is calculated

from λ/ρ for each species per year, which represents the

number of individuals per cluster for the entire plot (where λ
is equivalent to the number of individuals per year as we are

concerned with the entire plot). The second is calculated

from λ�(t=0) for each species per year, which represents the

average immediate neighborhood density inside clusters

(similarly λ is equivalent to the number of individuals per

year). A decrease in either of these values would result in less

density of individuals per cluster, which may provide support

for the JCH during documented periods of pest outbreaks.

We then performed regressions of census years on pa-

rameter estimates σ and ρ, g�, λ/ρ and λ�(t=0) in order to

determine significant trends through time. We fit linear and

quadratic functions for each regression, and only present re-

sults from the relationship with the best fit. We also only pre-

sent significant relationships at α = 0.05.

We calculated standardized Ripley’s K function, L(K),

Monte Carlo simulation envelopes and least-squares estima-

tion of Thomas process parameters in the spatial point pattern

package Splancs (Rowlingson et al. 2008) of the R program

(R development core team 2008).

Results

Ripley’s K function

The spatial patterns varied greatly between each species

(Fig. 1) however remained relatively constant between each

census year for each species. Dipteryx panamensis and A.

butyracea showed significant clustering at distances between

5–10 m and 75–90 m respectively (Fig. 1). However, this

may be a type I error as the L values only barely reached

above the 95% upper confidence intervals. Ocotea whitei, Q.

asterolepis and V. surinamensis each showed very signifi-

cant clustering at distances between 0–500 m, 0–500 m and

0–250 m, respectively (Fig. 1). Virola surinamensis also

showed spatial regularity at distances between 400–500 m. It

is difficult to visually determine whether there was any
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change in spatial pattern through time from L plots in Figure

1. This is one of the shortcomings of this method. Fitting the

data to a Thomas process will allow us to determine if there

is any change in spatial pattern through time and which proc-

ess (cluster size or density of clusters) may be more impor-

tant in determining these changes.

Thomas process

Parameter estimates of σ and ρ for each species are pre-

sented in Figure 2. A trend that is consistent between species

is that an increase in σ caused a subsequent decrease in ρ (an

expected result due to the inability to estimate one without

the other as explained by the pair correlation function). What

is more informative, however, is how each parameter

changed through time. Parameters for D. panamensis did not

show significant trends from 1983–2005. O. whitei σ values
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showed an increase from 1983–1995 and then a decrease un-

til 2005, whereas ρ values showed a progressive decrease

from 1983–2005. Quararibea asterolepis and A. butyracea

each showed a continual decrease inσ from 1983–2000; con-

sequently ρ values for Q. asterolepis showed an increase

from 1983–2000 (ρ values for A. butyracea do not show any

relationship through time). Virola surinamensis showed an

increase in σ from 1983–2005, but no relationship of ρ
through time.

Synthetic approach for spatial point pattern analysis

Results of spatial pattern intensity (g�) for each species

are presented in Figure 3. This graph is easier to read and

interpret changes through time visually in comparison to L

plots presented in Figure 1. Dipteryx panamensis, A.

butyracea and V. surinamensis did not show any trend in spa-

tial pattern changes through time, whereas O. whitei showed

a decrease in clustering from 1983–2000 and a slight increase

in 2005. Quararibea asterolepis however showed a linear in-

crease in clustering from 1983–2005.

The density measures presented in Figure 4 may provide

important information about changes of conspecific repul-

sion through time. Density of individuals per cluster (λ/ρ) for

D. panamensis, A. butyracea and V. surinamensis did not

show any trends of changes through time, whereas both O.

whitei and Q. asterolepis showed a decrease in λ/ρ from

1983–2005 (Fig. 4b).

The average immediate neighborhood density inside

clusters (λ�(t=0)) for D. panamensis and A. butyracea did not

show any relationship from 1983–2005, whereas values de-

creased through time for O. whitei, Q. asterolepis and V. suri-

namensis (Fig. 4b).

Discussion

Model parameters and tropical tree spatial patterns

We described a method for comparing spatial patterns of

tropical trees through time based on the Thomas process. We

have successfully shown how g�, which we term “spatial pat-

tern intensity” (determined from the pair correlation function

of the Thomas process), can yield complimentary results as

Ripley’s K function. We must remember that this model is

only effective in analyzing spatial patterns ranging from

clustered to random Poisson, and is unable to estimate regu-

lar spatial patterns. This however lends itself nicely to ana-

Figure 4. 3������ �� ����������� 
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lyzing tree spatial patterns as most tropical tree species ex-

hibit spatial clustering (Condit et al. 2000).

Another advantage of using a Thomas process in concor-

dance with Ripley’s K function becomes clear after observ-

ing our results: the parameters σ and ρ each provide impor-

tant information about which process is important for spatial

patterns in each year. For example, we observed that O.

whitei cluster size increased from 1985–1995, and that it then

decreased from 1995–2005; we would not be able to identify

this change using Ripley’s K function alone. Observing the L

plots showed that spatial patterns of Q. asterolepis did not

fluctuate; however after fitting the data to the model we see

that the cluster size decreased and the density of cluster cen-

tres increased, information that is lost with Ripley’s K func-

tion. Therefore the Thomas process provides more

information of spatial processes through time where Ripley's

K function is not designed to identify such processes. We

note that this method does not provide the interpretation of

relative degree of change over time. Like any other variable

changing through time (e.g., temperature, abundance), a

small change may be more consequential for some species

than for others. What may be more important to detect is the

rate of change and how it correlates with other factors (e.g.,

pest outbreaks, climate change). Furthermore, since we can

estimate parameters that relate to tangible properties (e.g.,

cluster size), these changes should be meaningful for ecolo-

gists.

Spatial patterns from model parameters and

associations with pest outbreaks

We can attempt to compare spatial pattern intensity (g�)

through time to the possible pest pressure intensities and fre-

quencies exerted upon each species. Observing g� alone, we

find that Q. asterolepis increased in clustering from

1983–2005, which may have led us to prematurely discredit

the JCH for this species. After observing average immediate

neighborhood density inside clusters (λ�(t=0)), however, we

find that this species, along with O. whitei, decreased in

λ�(t=0) over the past 20 years. This means that each individ-

ual tree for these two species repelled conspecifics more

strongly through time on BCI. This may have been due to an

increase in density-dependent mortality through time from

pest and/or pathogen pressure in these two species. This has

been best documented with canker disease outbreaks on O.

whitei, as Gilbert et al. (2001) find that the intense El Niño
events of 1992-1993 and 1997-1998 induced greater density-

dependent mortality of O. whitei individuals from the spe-

cies-specific fungal pathogen. We further support this claim

by showing how the rate of decrease of λ�(t=0) for O. whitei

decreased from 2000–2005 and may be attributed to the rela-

tively weak El Niño event of 2002–2003 (McPhaden 2004).

Quararibea asterolepis similarly has a species-specific in-

sect herbivore, where its effect on increasing density-de-

pendent mortality may have increased through time on BCI

as observed with canker disease on O. whitei. Why did D.

panamensis, A. butyracea and V. surinamensis (the excep-

tion being a decrease in λ�(t=0) through time for V. surina-

mensis) show no relationships for model parametersσ and ρ,

g�, λ/ρ and λ�(t=0) through time? We hypothesize that the

insect pests in these species have not fluctuated greatly over

the past 20 years. This is supported by the fact that the docu-

mented cases of unknown herbivores afflicting D. panamen-

sis, Bruchid beetle afflicting A. butyracea and Curculionid

weevil afflicting V. surinamensis did not appear to be insect

outbreaks, but instead a window frame in a presumed natural

condition on BCI.

Quararibea asterolepis, which we found to show an in-

crease in g� through time, also shows a decrease in σ and an

increase in ρ through time, a rather counterintuitive and, at

first glance, possibly contradictory result. To account for this

anomaly we return to understanding how the Thomas process

works: the interaction between cluster size and density of

cluster centres determines spatial clustering. For this species,

conspecific repulsion does not increase through time, but in-

stead it is conspecific clusters that are repelled more strongly

through time. This can be achieved by removing specific

clusters through time, which may have occurred by death

through spatially heterogeneous outbreaks of Eulepidotis

spp. on BCI. This can yield increased density-dependent

mortality while still reducing cluster size through time.

Whatever the cause, identifying the difference between re-

pelling conspecifics versus repelling conspecific clusters is

important for understanding spatial dynamics of tropical

trees, often unidentifiable when other spatial analytical meth-

ods, such as Ripley’s K function, are used alone.

Relevance of the JCH on BCI

Do our results provide support for the JCH? Although

pest and pathogen pressures and/or outbreaks appear to re-

duce spatial clustering in our study, we do not see spatial

regularity, as hypothesized by Janzen (1970) and Connell

(1971), at close distances with any of the five species ana-

lyzed. This result may be due to the inability of Ripley’s K

function to detect clustered patterns at very short distances;

other local statistics may be required to do this (see Couteron

et al. 2003). Despite this potential drawback, we observed re-

duced clustering through time for two of the five species in

our study with the best-documented cases of pest and patho-

gen outbreaks. This provides support for the JCH, although

only inferred from documented cases of such cyclical out-

breaks. It is possible that the spatial patterns of trees in the

neotropics may only become regular if pest pressures in-

crease or pathogen outbreaks occur in higher frequency, as

observed with O. whitei during the strong El Niño events of

the 1990s. The same may be observed for insect outbreaks

such as Eulepidotis spp. on Q. asterolepis, Bruchid beetles

on A. butyracea and Curculionid weevils on V. surinamensis

as Van Bael et al. (2004) find higher levels of insect herbi-

vores during El Niño years in tropical dry forests of southern

Panama. Although they report that there was no similar out-

break in insect herbivores on BCI, increasing the effect of

drought caused by El Niño may result in more widespread
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herbivore outbreaks in moist tropical forests across Panama

and throughout Central America. This may even lead to in-

creased density-dependent mortality of D. panamensis. In-

creasing the intensity of El Niño through anthropogenic in-

fluence or natural causes may provide strong enough

repulsion between seedlings to simulate the constant pest

pressure required for regular spatial patterns outlined by Jan-

zen (1970) and Connell (1971) (Van Bael et al. 2004). How-

ever, as a result, species diversity may not always increase as

shown with O. whitei on BCI, a population that has yet to

fully recover from the El Niño event of 1997-1998 (Gilbert

et al. 2001).

Conclusion

We show how parameter estimates from a Thomas proc-

ess can be combined to compare spatial patterns ranging

from clustered to random patterns across time. Results from

parameter estimates were similar to those observed from Ri-

pley’s K function, but were more easily compared when ana-

lyzing changes in spatial patterns through time, overcoming

a common problem encountered when applying spatial sta-

tistics to ecological data. We used these parameter patterns to

test the Janzen-Connell Hypothesis in five tropical tree spe-

cies on BCI, and found support in the two species with the

best-documented cases of pest and pathogen outbreaks. Al-

though spatial clustering was reduced for these two species

during times of increased pest and pathogen pressures, they

did not show spatial regularity as hypothesized by Janzen

(1970) and Connell (1971). Parameter estimates from point

pattern models such as a Thomas process used in concor-

dance with structure functions such as Ripley’s K function

can be a powerful method in analyzing spatial patterns of

tropical trees and other systems showing spatial clustering in

ecology.
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